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PLEASE SUMMER CAMP e-DIARY

TEACHER: Maria Luisa (Marisa) Alcaide German

A week of adventure and teaching/learning experiences is
about to start!
DAY 1
Monday
24.08.2015

First we did ice-breakers in the garden all together.
1. My name is …. This is for you… thank you … (with the ball).
2. My name is …. and I like dancing --These ice breakers worked well. Children and Adults alike enjoyed
themselves.

Picture 1: Ice breakers on the first day of the Summer camp. The
identity cards had been randomly distributed and we had to find
the owner of each ID by asking ‘What’s your name?’
After a short break we then went to our classroom where I had
already place around 15 objects to do the activity

DAY 1
Monday
24.08.2015

Spotting picture (PL/8), which we renamed ‘Object
Hunting’.
Hanina helped to explain to SS that we had placed in the
classroom objects that we wouldn’t normally find there (she was
first pointing to objects that we do find in the class to then
compare with those that we don’t find in the class).
During the first half of the lesson SS gathered the objects
and brought them to the front of the classroom. Then we
were writing them on the board and drilling them.
During the second half of the lesson we did lots of group
dynamics to practice the vocabulary:
1. Hanina gave an object to each SS, then she would say an
object and the student would have to bring it up:
A yellow plastic spoon
A red coat on a white hanger
A silver pot
Three metal spoons
A pair of dirty gloves
A pink toothbrush
A sun hat
4 yellow plastic bowls
A wooden spoon, etc.
2. We split the group in two groups. Each SS had to say the
object they had and the object the previous person had.
Children and adults responded well. Some children were a bit shy,
but in general they engaged, especially adults.

Picture2. Writing the name of the different objects on the wall and
eliciting from SS the right pronunciation.

DAY 2
Tuesday
24.08.2015

We started the second day with a few minutes of stretches in the garden,
and a couple of songs: ‘Head, shoulders, knees and toes’ and ‘If you’re
happy and you know it clap your hands’.
ACTIVITY: ‘Your lucky number PL/13’
1. I first pre-taught the shapes and showed a youtube video. The
classroom was filled up with different shapes in many different
colours and sizes spread throughout the walls. SS, divided in teams
had to hunt a particular shape. Then we drilled the different names,
colours, sizes… I.e. ‘A big red square’, ‘A small blue circle’, etc….
2. Then I gave instructions to draw the different shapes (Triangle, circle,
square, rectangle, star…) from top to bottom of a page, I modeled
this on the board. I wrote next to each shape the specific questions
that needed to be answered inside each shape (each answer was a
number). The result of adding all those numbers until we got a
number between 1 and 9 would be our ‘Lucky number’
3. Finally we went to the garden to find out who else in the group had
the same lucky number! And we shared what we liked or dislike to
find similarities, things in common with our same ‘lucky number’
colleagues.

Picture 3. Looking for a person with the same lucky number!
- Little Break --- To have some tea, fruit, biscuits…

ACTIVITY: ‘Poem words PL/17’
DAY 2
Tuesday
24.08.2015

We reviewed the alphabet with magnetic letters. On the board I elicit from
students two words starting with each letter of the alphabet. Then Maria
brought some dictionaries to help students find two words per letter of the
alphabet.
It was beautiful to see adults and children working together.

Picture 4. The alphabet. Acting out unknown vocabulary.

Picture 5. Looking up words in the dictionary.

Picture 6. Poem from ‘Poem Words’ activity.

DAY 3
Wednesday
24.08.2015

After stretching and singing our habitual songs in the garden we went into
the classroom and did activities:
1. Incy Wincy spider SP/12. Song with video, worksheets with matching
activities.
3. Rosie’s Walk PT/22:
For this activity we first watch the video of a child telling the story Rosie’s
Walk from heart. I then drew the different parts of the tale to pre-teach
vocabulary. I also explain the different prepositions ‘around’, ‘above’,
through…
Then we divided the group in 4 teams. Each team had to create

Picture 7. Watching the video ‘Rosie’s Walk.

Picture 8. Pre-teaching vocabulary from Rosie’s Walk.

DAY 3
Wednesday
24.08.2015

Picture 9. Free version of ‘Rosie’s Walk’ in the garden.

We had a very creative break. While some of us had a tea with a biscuit
some children were very busy drawing on the board:

Picture 10. Children drawing Rosie’s Walk on the board during the
coffe break

After the break we played ‘Banana Banana PL/10’ with the vocabulary of
‘Rosie’s Walk’.
Then Kasia explained how to prepare the questions for the Board Game we
were going to play the next day. The group was divided into four teams and
each team prepared a set of 20-40 questions such us:
How do you say _______in English?
Give me 8 animals in English.
Give me 5 shapes in English.

DAY 4
Thursday
24.08.2015

1. Animal bingo + Banana Banana PL/10

Picture 11. Animal Bingo
2. Board Game PL/6. Each team designed their board game with 30
squares with a sign to answer a question or different commands like:
Go forward/Go back/Go around the table once…

Picture 12. Designing the Board games.

Picture 13. Playing the board games.

DAY 5
Friday
24.08.2015

Pirate gymcana.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pirate flowers / guessing what is happening.
Hats + Patches --hint1
Flags –hint 2
Puzzles – hint 3
Dressing the pirates –hint 4
Race + Flash cards – hint 5
Reading the hints + Finding where the treasure is hidden.

Picture 14. Final day

